“When one tugs at a thing in nature,
he finds it attached to the rest of the world.”

-JOHN MUIR -
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aspiration 1

-THE NATURE OF US-

It’s our nature to seek connections. With others. With the world. With life.
As we explore paths both familiar and fresh, we embark on a journey
of discovery, growth and wellbeing; where the final destination is finding
ourselves anew. Welcome to a place to live, to connect, and to grow—
and to realize the very best in our human nature through rejoicing in

-the nature of home-
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aspiration 1		

what is the nature of home?
it’s very simple.

to discover it we needn’t go
far.
The nature of home is found in the very nature of us and our
need to feel connected to a place and time, and those who make

the nature of us

big ideas, naturally.
Good stewardship
in community design

Connectedness
•

it special. More than a place to live, it’s where living happens —
outside the front door, past the porch, and just down the lane.

Enhancing the way we think, behave, and act simply by
enhancing how we feel.

•

It’s the lakeside trail that sparks our curiosity. The grassy fields

Connecting people physically, emotionally, and socially
to themselves, to nature, and to one another.

that call us to play. It’s the community concert asking us to dance
with beats our heart can’t resist. It’s streets made for walking,
spots made for talking, and the spaces we keep for ourselves.
It’s the bee that pollinates the berries we pick and the enjoy on
the pathway we take: Up the lane. To the porch. And back to the
place we call home.
Welcome to a place like no other, because there’s no other place
quite like home. Naturally.

Openness
•

Uniting people through community experiences and
moments for all to share and enjoy in their own way

•

Creating safe, comfortable open spaces

Stewardship
•

Cultivating good stewardship through the appreciation
of both nature and neighborhood

•

Growing and adapting along with the community in
ways that exemplify true sustainability
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avenlea the nature of home

aspiration 2

-THE NATURE OF PLACE“There is a place where the sidewalk ends
And before the street begins—
And there the grass grows soft and white,
And there the sun burns crimson bright,
And there the moon-bird rests from his flight—
To cool in the peppermint wind.”

-shel silverstein-
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aspiration 2

a painterly landscape of hills and
valleys, the inherent beauty and
character of avenlea engages both
residents and visitors alike to actively
engage with the environment and
each other – to get out and do what
comes naturally.
Avenlea is located in the Piedmont area of western Henrico

the nature of place

Connectedness
•

A walkable community

•

A network of parks and open spaces

•

Trails and sidewalks connecting neighborhoods

•

Layout designed to showcase the outdoors

Openness
•

and casual gatherings

County, bordered by the Goochland County to the west, I-64
to the south, N. Gayton Road to the East, and property owned

Spaces that encourage formal activities

•

Connect natural areas with adjacent Countyowned facilities

by Henrico County to the north. This area is just north of the
West Broad commercial and retail district. N. Gayton Road is a

•

Provide residential amenities for neighborhoods

relatively new four-lane connector road from Nuckols Road to

•

Spaces for community-driven uses such as farmers
markets and enriching outdoor programs

the Northeast and to Lauderdale Drive to Southeast. There is a
plan to add an interstate exchange at N. Gayton Road and I-64.

Stewardship
•

Scenic trails and protected natural areas

•

Parks and environmental amenities for both
active and passive recreation

•

Spaces for peaceful and quiet contemplation

•

Spaces for adventure and spirited exploration
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aspiration 2

Land uses are broken down in General
accord with the henrico county
comprehensive plan and organized to
encourage pedestrian activity, minimize
car trips, and enhance the enjoyment of
nature while also providing a variety of
residential types, employment,
and commercial applications.

the nature of place

Mixed-use
This area provides residents of Avenlea and nearby
communities with services described as Urban Mixed-Use.
This includes a potential for targeted nodes of high density
residential typically found in urban environments, with potential
opportunities for ground floor commercial uses contributing to
a lively streetscape and pedestrian experience.

Residential
A variety of single-family dwellings, townhomes, and
condominiums with the potential for targeted nodes of
neighborhood commercial uses or smaller-scaled multi-family
buildings interspersed at strategic locations.
Interim or temporary retail, community, or entertainment
uses can be used to strategically activate key locations for the
community until long-term development is implemented.
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aspiration 2

the nature of place

Whimsy and function
The blocks are designed to allow people to stay connected
with their neighborhood and enable many types of residential
lifestyles to coexist amongst quaint connections for pedestrians,
organized around public and private open space. Attached and
detached homes, small cottages and larger homes, all relate to
one another in proportion and craftsmanship. Some buildings
sit at the edge of the sidewalk, some have walled gardens,
others have a small front garden and a porch.

Types of Residential
•

Multifamily

•

Townhome

•

Duplex

•

Single family of various sizes

•

Carriage homes

•

Guest homes

Serenbe Mado Hamlet
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aspiration 3

-THE NATURE OF SPACE-

“Live in each season as it passes—
breathe the air, drink the drink, taste the fruit,
and resign yourself to the influence of the earth.”

-henry david thoreau-
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aspiration 3

Mother Nature AND HUMAN NATURE
COEXISTING

the nature of space

CONNECTEDNESS
•

experiences that connect us to nature, to others, and

The nature of space is mother nature and human nature

to ourselves.

coexisting in a relationship of mutual respect. Stewardship
fulfills the needs of both. The public spaces of Avenlea are
envisioned to usher this coexistence by enabling homeostasis,

Fostering healthy community relationships through

OPENNESS

a holistic sense of balance and equilibrium with nature.
•

Open spaces open minds and enhance wellbeing
through natural areas and community amenities for
gathering, playing, exploring and sharing.

STEWARDSHIP
•

Mutual respect for both nature and neighborhood, and
caring equally for the land, the community, and all who
live there.
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

CONNECTEDNESS
•

Prioritize pedestrian spaces so people can move easily
within the commercial areas and between natural areas
and commercial amenities-sidewalks, parks, plazas, and
paseos.

OPENNESS
•

Hardscape plazas, green space, and programmable
spaces in commercial areas provide a range of
experiences for the entire community.

STEWARDSHIP
•

All designed spaces educate visitors about stewardship
through their function, environmental design and
signage.

21

Imagine a new kind of road through the neighborhood.

Not of asphalt, but of grass, trees, foot bridges and boardwalks. Where
cars give way to sneakers and the smell of fresh air and sounds of nature fill the senses. A path taking you on a journey of discovery—starting in your own backyard and leading past serene lakes, open green spaces, and on throughout the community.One that invites everyone to get out, get active, and get to know one another and the world around us in a whole new way.

Avenlea trace is that path. A paseo thoughtfully intermingling residential neighborhoods with
community amenities, natural parks, and local shops and businesses.
One connecting us not just back to nature, but back together with one another,
inviting everyone to get out, get active, and get to know one another and the world around
us in a whole new way.
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

CONNECTEDNESS
•

The paseo is woven throughout the entire master
plan area, allowing people to move through a variety
of public spaces in one linear and connected path.
Neighborhoods are intertwined by the paseo, offering
residents multiple opportunities to make their way
through the community by walking or biking.

OPENNESS
•

In one linear space, there is opportunity for commercial
activity, quiet seating, and greens for neighborhood
activities that are both active and passive. It is the artery
of greenspace from which everyone can draw a sense of
refreshment and link back to many of the larger natural
areas in the community.

STEWARDSHIP
•

Stewardship is imbued in the design and function of
the paseo. Not only does it provide a central spine for
open space, but it demonstrates and educates what
stewardship in the landscaped environment looks
like. It also connects to more highly protected areas,
demonstrating the range of what stewardship of the
natural environment can look like.
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

CONNECTEDNESS
•

Natural spaces are intertwined with commercial and
residential spaces. Natural trails move throughout the
entire site and draw people to wander, stop, and enjoy
the unique natural landscape. Allow ease of movement
between more formal spaces in the commercial areas
and the quieter, non-programmed spaces in nature.

OPENNESS
•

Ample amounts of natural space that are intentionally
left largely untouched exist throughout Avenlea. Space
to explore with new experiences around every corner.
Forest, meadows, creeks, hills and valleys for sharing
with friends, neighbors, and family.

STEWARDSHIP
•

A light touch on the natural areas and moments of
education foster contemplating the community’s
relationship to it’s environment. Signage and trails draw
people in to learn and appreciate these spaces.
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aspiration 3

Streets should be where pedestrians,
cyclists, and cars exist in HOMEOSTASIS

the nature of space

CONNECTEDNESS
•

for the places and people of Avenlea. These streets also

Streets are one of the pillars to Avenlea that enable connectivity,

connect Avenlea to adjacent neighborhoods.

openness, and stewardship. Here, they are thoughtfully planned
to connect to and sensitively through natural spaces. The
streets enhance how we think about how to move through and

Streets foster physical and social interconnectedness

OPENNESS

how to experience the community. Sidewalks, trees, plantings,
and other details create comfortable and safe spaces for all -

•

Streets are places where people can gather and explore.

whether you are on foot, in a car, or riding a bike. Streets invite

They frame open spaces and are designed with room

you to experience all that Avenlea has to offer.

for people to walk, enjoy a meal, or host community
activities.

STEWARDSHIP
•

Streets are where environmental stewardship are
on display, particularly in how they are the veins
of stormwater management. The transition from
development to nature happens on the streets.
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PRIMARY COMMERCIAL STREET
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

Primary Commercial Street
The primary street is the public commercial street running EastWest through the project. This is the street that runs through the
commercial district and crosses the stream, connecting east and
west sections of the community.
Following are the main elements of the street:
•

11’ travel lane

•

8’ parallel parking on both sides

•

Bulb outs between parking sections with trees

•

8’-10’ public zone with planting strip and sidewalk

•

Private zone that allows for commercial and residential
uses to have outdoor seating and amenities

•

Underground infrastructure, curb and gutters as per
Henrico County public works standard
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PASEO STREET
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

Paseo Street
This street runs parallel to the paseo through commercial and
residential blocks and connects via pedestrian pathways across
the natural areas. Portions of the paseo are public and some
are private. The paseo may run along the side of the street or
through the middle as a large median.
Following are the main elements of the street:
•

11’ travel lanes

•

8’ parallel parking on both sides

•

Bulb outs between parking sections with trees

•

8’-10’ public zone with planting strip and sidewalk

•

45’-75’ paseo that allows for different types of activation,
either with small commercial buildings or public park
space

•

Private zone that allows for commercial and residential
uses to have outdoor seating and amenities

•

Underground infrastructure, curb and gutters as per
Henrico County public works standard
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RESIDENTIAL STREET
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

Residential Streets
The secondary streets are the public internal streets distributing
the traffic form the primary street to individual blocks.
Following are the main elements of the street:
•

11’ travel lanes on all streets

•

8’ parallel parking on most streets

•

Bulb outs between parking sections with trees

•

8’-10’ public zone with planting strip and sidewalk on
most streets

•

Private zone that allows for residential uses to have
outdoor seating, gardens, stoops, and other semi-private
activities

•

Underground infrastructure, curb and gutters as per
Henrico County public works standard
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COTTAGE RESIDENTIAL STREET
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aspiration 3

the nature of space

Cottage Residential Streets
These secondary streets are the internal streets distributing the
traffic from the primary street to cottage style residential areas.

•

11’ travel lane

•

9’ public zone with planting strip and sidewalk

•

18’-20’ parking or private driveway zone

•

Underground infrastructure, curb and gutters as per
Henrico County public works standard

•

Cottage Streets are internal to the residential blocks.
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FRONTAGE STANDARDS: PRIMARY COMMERCIAL
PRIMARY COMMERCIAL STREET SETBACKS
Building Height
Built To line
Property Line
Setback line

B

D

F
F

E

PRIMARY COMMERCIAL STREET SECTION
B

A
A
A

Commercial Building Height
Multifamily Building Height
SF Residential Height
Building Placement

80’ Max1,2
80’ Max
50’ Max

B
C
D
E

Built-to Zone setback
Building Overhang Allowable Width3
Side Yard Set Back
Alley or Rear Set Back
% Lot Coverage
Frontage Built-Out

3’ Min
2’ Max
0’ Min
0’ Min
90% Max

F

Building Front
60% Min
Building Side (Street)
40% Min
Building Rear (Street)
40% Min
Lots
Minimum lot width: 16’ for attached units, 26’ for detached units.
Minimum lot Area: 800 sq. ft. for attached, 1,300 sq. ft. for detached.

ROW LINE

A

C

38

1
See the Proffers for Conditional Rezoning for additional
information.
2
Allowable height determined based on street designation where
front of building is located.
3
Building overhang allowed over the Built-to-Zone.
NOTES:
See Street Section for sidewalk width standards.
All buildings shall have a primary pedestrian entrance along front facade
that faces a street or common pedestrian/green space.
Height transitions between buildings shall be no more than two stories if the
buildings are less than 10’ apart.

FRONTAGE STANDARDS: PASEO
PRIMARY PASEO STREET SETBACKS
Building Height
Built To line
Property Line
Setback line

D
B

F E
F

A
A
A

Commercial Building Height
Multifamily Building Height
SF Residential Height
Building Placement

80’ Max1,2
80’ Max
50’ Max

B
C
D
E

Built-to Zone setback
Building Overhang Allowable Width4
Side Yard Set Back
Alley or Rear Set Back
% Lot Coverage
Frontage Built-Out

5’ Min3
2’ Max
0’ Min
0’ Min
90% Max

F

Building Front
80% Min3
Building Side (Street)
40% Min
Building Rear (Street)
30% Min
Lots
Minimum lot width: 16’ for attached units, 26’ for detached units.
Minimum lot Area: 800 sq. ft. for attached, 1,300 sq. ft. for detached.

Paseo

PRIMARY PASEO STREET SECTION
ROW LINE
B

C
A

1
See the Proffers for Conditional Rezoning for additional
information.
2
Allowable height determined based on street designation where
front of building is located.
3
Build-to Zone Setback and Building Front applies to either the Paseo
Green Space or the Street frontage
4
Building overhang allowed over the Built-to-Zone.
NOTES:
See Street Section for sidewalk width standards.
All buildings shall have a primary pedestrian entrance along front facade
that faces a street or common pedestrian/green space.
Height transitions between buildings shall be no more than two stories if the
buildings are less than 10’ apart.
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FRONTAGE STANDARDS: RESIDENTIAL STREET
RESIDENTIAL STREET SETBACK
Building Height

B

F

E

Built To line
Property Line
Setback line

A
A

Multifamily Building Height
SF Residential Height
Building Placement

80’ Max1,2
50’ Max

B
C
D
E

Built-to Zone setback
Building Overhang Allowable Width3
Side Yard Set Back
Alley or Rear Set Back
% Lot Coverage
Frontage Built-Out

3’ Min
2’ Max
0’ Min
0’ Min
90% Max

F

Building Front
60 % Min3
Building Side (Street)
40% Min
Building Rear (Street)
30% Min
Lots
Minimum lot width: 16’ for attached units, 26’ for detached units.
Minimum lot Area: 800 sq. ft. for attached, 1,300 sq. ft. for detached.

D
F

RESIDENTIAL STREET SECTION
ROW LINE

B

C

40

A

1
See the Proffers for Conditional Rezoning for additional
information.
2
Allowable height determined based on street designation where
front of building is located.
3
Building overhang allowed over the Built-to-Zone.
NOTES:
See Street Section for sidewalk width standards.
All buildings shall have a primary pedestrian entrance along front facade
that faces a street or common pedestrian/green space.
Height transitions between buildings shall be no more than two stories if the
buildings are less than 10’ apart.

FRONTAGE STANDARDS: COTTAGE RESIDENTIAL STREET
COTTAGE RESIDENTIAL STREET SETBACK
Building Height

B

Built To line
Property Line
Setback line

D
F

Green

B

F

E

COTTAGE RESIDENTIAL STREET SECTION

A
A

Multifamily Building Height
SF Residential Height

80’ Max1,2
50’ Max

Building Placement

B
C
D
E

Built-to Zone setback
Building Overhang Allowable Width3
Side Yard Set Back
Alley or Rear Set Back
% Lot Coverage
Frontage Built-Out

0’ Min
2’ Max
0’ Min
0’ Min
95% Max

F

Building Front
40% Min3
Building Side (Street)
40% Min
Building Rear (Street)
30% Min
Lots
Minimum lot width: 16’ for attached units, 26’ for detached units.
Minimum lot Area: 800 sq. ft. for attached, 1,300 sq. ft. for detached.

ROW LINE
B

C

A

1
See the Proffers for Conditional Rezoning for additional
information.
2
Allowable height determined based on street designation where
front of building is located.
3
Building overhang allowed over the Built-to-Zone.
NOTES:
See Street Section for sidewalk width standards.
All buildings shall have a primary pedestrian entrance along front facade
that faces a street or common pedestrian/green space.
Height transitions between buildings shall be no more than two stories if the
buildings are less than 10’ apart.
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aspiration 4

-THE NATURE OF Landscape-

“If a given combination of trees, mountains, water, and houses,
say a landscape, is beautiful, it is not so by itself, but because of me—
of my favor, and of the idea or feeling I attach to it.”

-Charles Baudelaire-
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aspiration 4

avenlea respects its original
community—found in the native
fauna & rich biodiversity of its
natural landscape

the nature of Landscape

Plan for diversity in textures
•

Texture diversity in plantings will be used to distinguish
varying spaces throughout the community

•

Texture diversity in plantings in public spaces provides
additional visual reference for homeowners

Throughout the site the landscape is thoughtfully designed to
highlight existing indigenous plant species, as well as other
important plants native to the region, to create a beautiful,
diverse, and sustainable vegetative network that supports a
viable, healthy natural environment.

Showcase the outdoors
•

Where possible, existing plant material throughout the
community should be maintained during planning and

Feature natives species
in the majority of site plantings
•

Native plants provide a vital habitat for local species

•

Native plants are well adapted to locale and require less

construction
•

Native plant communities will be replicated in the large
open spaces and public areas of the community

water and overall maintenance

Provide a variety of seasonal color
•

Plantings designs will create a balance of featured
species that showcase the dynamic natural beauty of
each season

45

© 2021 eagle construction of virginia
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aspiration 5

-THE NATURE OF ARCHITECTURE-

“The good building is not one that hurts the landscape,
but one which makes the landscape more beautiful
than it was before the building was built.”

-frank lloyd wright-
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aspiration 5

Architecture in accordance
with nature

the nature of architecture

Connectedness
•

use and density. The blocks can have a character of all

The architecture of Avenlea inspires memories of the built

their own, but feel connected to one another through

and natural environment. It evokes special moments in

architectural details and quality.

unexpected ways with details, quality, and variety. It is the
physical framework that connects people, scaled to make
people feel comfortable. Front doors face the streets and inspire

The look and feel of the buildings should be a mix of

Openness

neighborliness. The interplay between building and nature
welcomes exploration. Every building resonates a sense of

•

The architecture is the framework of the special open
spaces, small and large, throughout Avenlea. Front

homeostasis with nature.

entrances to commercial and residential buildings
open onto public space, collections of buildings create
courtyards, and the spaces between buildings are
pedestrian passageways.

Stewardship
•

Appreciation of the environment is cultivated
throughout the built environment, shining through
design elements that consider how to holistically lessen
the impact of development.
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aspiration 5

the nature of architecture

The built environment of
avenlea is home
Building types:
•

Potential residential types from multi-family to
Townhomes/Condos

•

Office

•

Commercial

The style of architecture ranges from traditional to minimalist
modern, but use of similar material, tied together by elements
of importance:
•

High quality materials matter create special moments
such as small elements like brick details framing
window openings, window openings that give a sense
depth and variation to the facade, and high quality
hardware on doors and light fixtures

•

Walls and fences can vary in material but should
be high quality, human scale, and create a beautiful
transition from public to private space

•

Rooflines, eaves, lintels, archways and other details can
vary from building to building but work together as a
cohesive design language across the community

•

Commercial buildings, with the exception of Corporate
Office buildings, are still small in scale and offer finegrained details, particularly at the street level

•

Buildings prioritize the public realm with front
entrances and front doors always facing streets or
pedestrian passageways
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aspiration 5

the nature of architecture
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aspiration 6

-THE NATURE OF SIGNAGE-

“Sometimes the smallest step in the right direction
ends up being the biggest step of your life.”

-emma stone-
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aspiration 6

the nature of signage

Sign LANGUAGE
We look to signs to figure out where we are, where to go,
and what direction to take—guiding, informing, and perhaps
even inspiring us along the way. Each component of signage
contributes to the overall look and function of the buildings,
storefronts, and streetscapes—which in turn contribute to the
overall feel of the site. From entry monuments to wayfinding,
walking paths, and even murals, signage at Avenlea will be
designed to complement the character of the community and
its natural environmental through the use of style, form, and
material fabrication.
Avenlea Signage Guidelines will be created to ensure both
creativity in design and consistency in application of various
types of signage while at the same time avoiding visual
confusion and disruption.

LIGHTING NOTES:
•

Signs may be illuminated with internal lighting, external
lighting, or combination of both.

•

All lighting, whether internal or external to the sign,
will be adequately screened to avoid glares and will
not project onto surrounding roads and buildings or
otherwise impair vision.
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aspiration 6

the nature of signage

MONUMENT SIGNS

WAYFINDING & NAVIGATION

These signs include:

These include:

Community Entrance Signs

Vechicular-oriented

•

Main & Secondary Entry Point

BUILDING & COMMUNITY AMENITY

•

Street Signs

•

Traffic-control (stop, speed, crosswalk, etc.)

•

Retail & Business

Pedestrian-oriented
These signs include:
•
•
•
•

Address Numbers
Business Name
Building Name
Building Directory Signs

•

Walking Path Markers & Intersection/Points of Decision

•

Interpretive/Educational (natural features, amenities,
ect.)

MURAL & ENVIRONMENTAL/COMMUNITY
ARTWORKS
These pieces of public art can be either beautiful works of art or
used as business or building signage.
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Aspiration 6

SITE LIGHTING
Pedestrian scaled outdoor lighting will be provided along

SITE LIGHTING AND FURNISHING

STREET FURNISHING
These include:

the private treet, within plaza, and along pedestrain access

•

Planting, lighting, trash receptacles and benches.

routs within the open space.

•

Street furniture to be integrated with usable public
gathering spaces.

•

Site furnishing should be used to create cohesive
streetscape
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-THE NATURE OF THANK YOU-

A place to lose yourself as you walk

65

